
There has  always been something  very         

special about big Audis and the new A6 is  no 

exception. 

 

Movies like Ronin made these big Audis        

famous and highlighted things like the           

amazing Quattro system that they all use. 

 

The A6 has quite  an interesting history, 

which s tarted in 1994 with the f irst               

generation A6, which was admittedly not a 

fantastically popular ca r. 

 

Then in 1997 the second generation A6 was launched, which 

included the 2.7T All Road, 2.5TDi, S6 and legendary 331 kW  

560 Nm RS6. 

 

This A6 unlike the one that came before  it sold in huge          

numbers worldwide, and put Audi on the map as a competitive 

producer of la rger mid-size executive sedans.  

 

The RS6 of  this particular generation, which sported a twin 

turbo vers ion of  the well known 4.2 V8 is  still regarded as a          

collectible, despite having been replaced. 

 

In 2004 the third generation A6 was launched and new models   

included a  range of new petrol FSI engines in V6 configuration.  

There was even a long wheelbase version for the American and 

European markets.  This  3rd generation A6 was  also the         

birthplace of FSI technology and of the now ever popular Audi 

MMI (Multi Media Interface) System which appea rs in virtually 

all models, which apart from operating the radio and CD player 

also allow the driver to change and adjust other car functions  

such as suspens ion and drive. 

 

In the Audi motor sport department, known as Quattro the 

new S6 was  also hatched, which featured a 320 kW 5.2 litre  

V10 engine borrowed from the Lamborghini Gallardo.  Then a  

little while later the ultra-high performance RS6 was unveiled 

which using the same engine, with a few turbos added,         

produced 426 kW proving to the world that Audi could make 

very fast big luxury sport sedans to compete with the likes of  

the BMW M5. 

 

The fourth and current generation A6 was la unched a round 

the middle of this year (2011), and sales  number as climbing  

steadily.  New innovations in this  generation include LED  

headlight technology and vast improvements and refinements  

to the MMI System. 

 

Our test car was the 3.0T version. 

 

Firstly I must clarify the “T” on the badge does  NOT mean 

turbo… in fact I don’t know what it means  beca use the engine 

is supercharged.  

 

What this means in simple terms is that the engine’s power is  

available immediately and does not need to build up like all 

turbo engines  have to. 
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This engine prodices 220 kW and 440 Nm, which will propel the 

car from zero to 100km/h in 5.5 seconds.  

 

This is in pa rt because of  this amazing engine, but also in part to 

Audi’s very clever use of lightweight materials  such as            

aluminium, of  which most of  the body is made.  

 

Technology is abundant a nd abundantly obvious in the A6, yet 

is so refined that to use it is incredibly easy.  People are often 

intimidated by systems using  a central controller, and the 

blame for this lies entirely with BMW’s early iDrive systems 

which were virtually impossible to use.  Audi has however never 

suffered from this problem and the current system is brilliant! 

 

Driver features  include different settings for economical driving  
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right through to something called “DYNAMIC” which is  the 

most aggressive sport mode available.  In these modes  the car 

will coast along quietly giving you a very good fuel                 

consumption return or turn into razor sharp racing sedan.  

 

Drive is to all four wheels courtesy of the amazing Quattro 

system, and handling  is predictably phenomenal.  You can 

literally throw the ca r into any corner and the likelihood of  

your bravery running our before the ca r lets go, is  the  more 

likely scenario.  I found though that the only thing that mucks 

about with the Quattro system is the traction control… this of  

course can be switched off to give you an absolute ly thrilling 

drive. 

 

The new A6 is a beautiful car.  The design is  flawless and       

despite being of a similar shape to other Audi sedans, what 

Audi have created is  a masterpiece.  Our test model was      

fitted with the optiona l full LED headlights, which adds a bout 

500% to the overall aesthetic of the vehicle, AND they really 

work well! 

 

This car is big and very comfortable, yet despite its size  the 

car feels and drives like a much smaller car.  

 

At R 655 00 the A6 3.0T is competitively priced and in my 

view good value for money. 

 

What Audi have achieved with this A6 is incredible.  This car 

is comparable  to any of its competitors, but offers  you just 

that little bit more and that makes it a serious contender.  

 

Like I said we like big  Audis  and this  one is  no exception.  The 

A6 is also not only a  SA Car of  the Year finalist, but this       

particular model gets my vote as Best Mid Sized Executive Car 

for 2011.  

Our sincerest thanks to Audi South Africa  

for the supply of the test vehicle  
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